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Abstract

Genes encoding keratins are evolutionary highly conserved and clustered in two linkage groups in mammalian genomes.
Canine keratin 9 (K-9) and keratin 2e (K-2) cosmid-derived gene probes were used to localize the acidic and basic-neutral
keratin gene clusters to cat chromosomes E1q12 and B4q15, respectively. The status of the physical map of the cat genome
is discussed.

Although an integrated feline radiation and genetic linkage
map comprised of 600 markers has been recently published
(Sun et al. 2001) and a comparative genome map for dogs,
cats, and humans exists (Yang et al. 2000), very few genes,
such asMYC (Cho et al. 1997), IGL (Cho et al. 1998), TCRB
(Lee and Cho 1999), TNFSF6 (Fujino et al. 2001b), and TN-

FRSF6 (Fujino et al. 2001a), have been mapped by fluores-
cence in situ hybridization (FISH) onto cat chromosomes.

Keratin genes are highly conserved across mammalian
genera. These genes encode the epithelial keratins, which are
differentially expressed in the various types of epithelia and
the hair keratins, and are involved in the formation of hard
keratinized structures. The keratins can be divided into two
classes: acidic type I keratins and basic-neutral type II
keratins, which form the intermediate filament network of
the cytoskeleton (Moll et al. 1982). Genes encoding keratins
have been found to be clustered in two linkage groups that
map to two different chromosomes in mammalian species
(human, mouse), including the dog (Keller et al. 1998; Miller
et al. 1999). Mutations in human keratin genes are quite
frequent and can cause inherited skin disorders (Ishida-
Yamamoto et al. 1998). There are also some reports of such
diseases in dogs (Mecklenburg et al. 2000). Thus de-
velopment of knowledge of feline and canine keratin genes
seems to be important. In this article fluorescence in situ
hybridization (FISH) mapping of two keratin gene clusters in
the cat genome is described.

Materials and Methods

Chromosome preparations were obtained from short-term
lymphocyte cultures. Identification of the chromosomes was
performed by the Q-banding technique prior to FISH.
International nomenclature for cat chromosomes (Ford et al.
1980) and data originating from comparative chromosome
painting (Yang et al. 2000) were followed.

FISH was performed with the use of two canine-derived
cosmid clones containing keratin genes described as K-2

(keratin 2e; basic) and K-9 (keratin 9; acidic). The clones were
labeled with biotin-16-dUTP by the random priming method
and then the standard protocol for FISH was applied (Keller
et al. 1998). Slides were analyzed under a fluorescent
microscope (Nikon E 600 Eclipse) equipped with a CCD
camera driven by computer-aided software (Lucia).

Results and Discussion

The putative acidic and basic-neutral keratin gene clusters
were physically assigned to cat chromosomes E1q12 and
B4q15, respectively (Figures 1 and 2). On the E1 chromo-
some, the nucleolar organizer region was mapped by FISH
(Szczerbal et al., unpublished data), while on the B4
chromosome, no other loci have been physically localized.
Our results confirm data from a comparative human, canine,
and feline genome map that was developed by reciprocal
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chromosome painting (Yang et al. 2000). According to that
study, feline chromosome E1q is homologous to human
chromosome 17 and canine chromosomes 9 and 5. It is
known that the human and canine acidic keratin gene clusters
have been mapped to HSA 17 (Rosenberg et al. 1988) and
CFA 9 (Miller et al. 1999), respectively. The feline B4q
chromosome is homologous to human chromosome 12 and
fragments of canine chromosomes 2, 10, 15, and 29 (Yang
et al. 2000). Human and canine basic-neutral keratin gene
clusters have been mapped to HSA 12 (Popescu et al. 1989)
and CFA 27 (Miller et al. 1999), respectively.

While the chromosomal assignment of the acidic keratin
gene cluster to cat chromosome E1 fully confirms the results
of the comparative genome map (dog, human, and cat) and
the physical assignments in human and dog, there are
inconsistencies in the results for the basic-neutral keratin
gene cluster in these three species. Miller et al. (1999)
mapped the putative canine basic-neutral keratin cluster to
CFA 27, the data from Yang et al. (2000) would predict
a localization of the same locus on CFA 29. The discrepancy
can be explained by the different chromosome numbering
systems used by these two groups. Graphodatsky et al. (2000)

Figure 1. Localization of the K-9 probe to the cat chromosome E1: (a) Q-banding and an ideogram of the E1 chromosome;

(b) FISH.
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showed that the canine chromosome CFA 27, identified by
Miller et al. (1999), corresponds to the CFA 29 described by
Yang et al. (2000). Therefore, it can be concluded that
physical assignments of the two keratin gene clusters in dogs,
cats, and humans are in accordance with comparative
genome maps of these three species. Comparative analysis
of chromosome localization of the keratin gene clusters in
some species of the family Canidae was performed by

Szamalek et al. (2002). These data also indicate that the basic
keratin gene cluster resides on canine chromosome CFA29.

The results of this article contribute to the further
development of the domestic cat genome map and will be
useful in clarification of diseases (e.g., skin) in which keratin
genes might be involved. In addition, we clearly demonstrate
that FISH remains an important tool for enhancing the use
of comparative genome maps.

Figure 2. Localization of the K-2 probe to the cat chromosome B4: (a) Q-banding and an ideogram of the B4 chromosome; (b)
FISH.
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